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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

The  interpretation  of  a  biopsy  specimen  involving  bone  is  one  of  the  most  challenging  feats  for  a  pathol-
ogist,  as  it is  often  difficult  to  distinguish  between  benign  or reactive  lesions  and  malignant  tumors  on
microscopic  analysis.  Therefore,  correlation  with  the  clinical  data  and  imaging  is  essential  and  some-
times  it  is  only  the  evolution  of  certain  characteristics  over  time  or  information  garnered  from  molecular
analysis  that  can  provide  an  accurate  diagnosis.  The  pathology  report  is critical  in  that  it  will  define  sub-
sequent  patient  management;  its  wording  must  precisely  reflect  those  elements  that  are  known  with
certainty  and  those  that are  diagnostic  hypotheses.  It  must  be systematic,  thorough,  and  complete  and
should not  be  limited  to a  simple  conclusion.  The  pathologist  must  first  ensure  the  completeness  and
correct  transcription  of  the  information  provided  with  the  specimen,  then  describe  and  analyze  the  his-
tology  as  well  as  the  quality  and  representative  nature  of  the  sample  (as they  relate  to  the  radiographic
findings  and  preliminary/final  diagnoses),  and  finally,  compare  what  is  seen  under  the  microscope  with
the assessment  made  by  the radiologist  and/or  surgeon.

This  analysis  helps  to  identify  difficult  cases  requiring  further  consultation  between  the  radiologist  and
pathologist.

There  are  multiple  reasons  for  misinterpretation  of a  pathology  report.  An  important  and  largely
underestimated  reason  is  varied  interpretations  of  terms  used  by  the  pathologist.  Standardized  pathol-
ogy reports  with  concise  phrases  as well  as  multidisciplinary  meetings  may  limit  errors  and  should  be
encouraged  for  optimal  diagnostic  accuracy.

© 2011 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

A biopsy is the premiere diagnostic method for bone lesions and
the one that best determines further patient management. Proper
execution is complex, from technique (radioguided or surgical),
approach, choice of sections to be taken from the lesion, proper
management of the specimen material (whether it will be ana-
lyzed for microbiology, molecular biology, and/or cytology), and
prevention of complications [1]. It has been proven that these biop-
sies are best performed in centers with high biopsy volumes (e.g.
tertiary referral institutions with large orthopaedic departments)
[2,3]. A well-performed biopsy determines the accuracy of diag-
nosis and subsequent management; likewise, a poorly performed
biopsy may  be the source of local or general complications and
delayed or inappropriate care.
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The microscopic analysis of bone lesions is particularly diffi-
cult because some benign lesions may  microscopically resemble
sarcomas, whereas some malignant tumors may  look like benign
lesions. Careful comparison with clinical data and imaging, as well
as molecular biological studies are often crucial for diagnosis. This
analysis has become even more challenging with the advent of
radioguided biopsy, which decreases the biopsy volume of these
often heterogeneous lesions.

Whatever the indication for the biopsy, all diagnostic informa-
tion should be included in the pathology report; it should be a true
reflection of the entire diagnostic procedure. Clear understanding
is crucial to avoid the misinterpretation of results, thus ultimately
ensuring the best care of the patient. This article will be divided
into two  parts: the structure of the pathology report and its inter-
pretation.

2. Structure of the pathology report

For many clinicians, the analysis of a pathology report is lim-
ited to reading the conclusion, however, the microscopic analysis
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Histologic number H1101234 
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SURGICAL BIOPSY OF A CYSTIC LESION OF  
THE INFERIOR 1/3 OF THE FIBULA 

AP radiograph and previous pathology report from outside hospital are enclosed  
with the  speci men.  
Clinical information:  Previous history of breast carcinoma, now in remission. 
Imaging data:  Single lytic lesion of the inferior fibular metaphysis without  
disruption of  the cortex.  
Cli nic al suspici on of g iant cell  tumor. 

MACROSCOPY : 
The specimen arrived in formalin and includes approximately twenty fragments  
(22g), each measuring 1-3 cm in diameter.  Whitish frag ments of a cyst wall.   
Half of the fragments required decalcification.   All fragments were processed in   
4 blocks, labeled H1101234, 1 to 4. 

MICROSCOPY : 
Lesion rich in giant cells mixed with rare  globular and fusiform cells, arranged  
in large sheets or bordering blood-filled cavities.  
There are focal areas of necrosis  and reactive ossification.   
Rare s mall  clus ters of cell s with  epit helial features, unexpected in a possible  
giant cell  tumor, necessitating im munostaining for better characterization. 

Immunostaining (dako manu alstai ner): inten se staining  for the  polyclon al  
cytokeratin AE1/AE3 (clone  A1 1/6 0), CK7 ( clone  B2 1/3 0),   
ER (clone  1E5 1/123), PR (clon e S P0.5 1/300), her2 (SP3  1/100 000) (score 3), 
and negative for TTF1 (clone  SP4,  1/5 0). 

CONCLUSION: Metastasis of a poorly diff erentiated carcinoma with cystic  
aspects,  co nsiste nt with  a brea st carc inoma  metastasis given the patient’s   
previous history.  
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Fig. 1. Example of a bone biopsy pathology report.

and diagnosis one finds in the report do not always ensure that the
biopsy specimen was a good representation of the lesion. This is a
particular difficulty with specimen that require not only a diagnos-
tic analysis but also a correlation with the clinical data and imaging
to evaluate of the representative nature of the biopsy. Therefore, an
analysis of a biopsy pathology report should not be limited solely
to the conclusion, but requires a systematic and detailed reading of
the entire report (Fig. 1).

The data are usually divided into five distinct parts: patient
information; description of the lesion, technique, and specimen;
technical management; microscopic analysis; conclusion. The
information contained in each of these parts is presented so that
radiologists and clinicians know where to find it, better exposing
potential pitfalls in a pathology report.

2.1. Information about the patient and the lesion biopsied

This part, more administrative in nature, must include all infor-
mation provided with the biopsy. This includes:

• Patient information: Name, date of birth, and medical record num-
ber.

• Unique laboratory registration number: In the event that there are
biopsies of lesions in different sites, it is advisable to register each
biopsy under a different number to limit the risk of error during
technical processing or microscopic reading [4].

• Clinical information: It is essential for the pathologist because
many conditions can affect the interpretation:

◦ Signs and symptoms, including spontaneous pain (known to be
of diagnostic importance in cartilaginous tumors) and any rapid
evolution or recent changes in known and monitored cases.

◦ Relevant past medical history (e.g. renal pathology, other malig-
nancy), specifically including any bone-specific conditions (e.g.
Paget’s disease, associated malformations), as well as any rel-
evant current/past treatment (e.g. previous radiation therapy,
immunosuppression for transplantation).

All of this information is important for the diagnostic analy-
sis and must be sent with the biopsy. This is documented in the
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